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Texture Aware Video and Image Error
Concealment

1 Introduction

Communication plays an important role in our lives. This is as much true today as

it has been in the past and will be in the future. After the language, visual commu-

nication is the most important way of communicating. Among many types of visual

communication, the video is one of the most powerful ways of visual communication

and it has become an integral part of the modern culture. In the last decade many

video services and devices have changed and improved. Mobile phones are frequently

used to capture video or to stream video from internet. Video calls and video con-

ferences over the internet are very common. Digital television is widespread in the

world in contrary to analogue television that has already been switched off in many

countries. Quality of video services like video streaming or video calls is still vari-

able but it continues to improve. In order to stream video data over channels with

a limited bandwidth it is being compressed before storage and transmission, which

makes it sensitive to errors. Transferring images and videos requires a fast and re-

liable transmission channel. However, in wireless networks we often encounter high

error rates, especially in areas with poor signal coverage or in places with too many

devices. Fortunately, various signal processing algorithms allow to detect and conceal

such errors.

Image texture analysis is a fundamental problem in image processing and an impor-

tant area in computer vision [9]. Indeed, textures are important parts of natural

and architectural scenes including both man-made and natural objects which in turn

makes them to essential attributes in visual content based image analysis. Bricks,

stones, sand, leaves, or grass, are just a few examples of regular and irregular struc-

tures that make objects appear textured.

The term texture is widely used and easily comprehensible. However, our intuitive

understanding of this phenomena is so strong, that no exact definition exists. Some

of the technical definitions describe a texture as a ”discrete 2D stochastic field with a

given governing joint probability density function” [14] or a ”repetitive arrangement

of a unit pattern over a given area” [17]. Human observers mostly describe a given

texture by its qualitative attributes like smoothness or roughness, fineness or coarse-

ness which are easily perceived by their senses. These properties are again intuitively

clear, yet relative and hard to measure[20].
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2. PROPOSED METHOD FOR TEXTURE AWARE IMAGE ERROR
CONCEALMENT

Automatic processing of images by their visual content has become an interesting and

dynamic research area [9] in recent years. Its goal is to automatically process and

analyze the image based on different features such as color, shape and texture. These

features are then used to segment images into regions and to classify them.

The aim of the segmentation is to simplify an image into a more meaningful repre-

sentation that is simpler to analyze [21, 19]. Image segmentation is typically used to

locate objects and boundaries in images. Among the prominent practical applications

of image segmentation are content-based image retrieval, machine vision and medical

imaging for surgery planning and diagnostics. Recently published real-time over-

segmentation algorithms [4, 16] opened ways to utilize segmentation in applications

for streamed videos.

2 Proposed Method for Texture Aware Image Error
Concealment

Based on analysis of existing methods for image error concealment we identified main

problems and we proposed a method that addresses these problems. FSE methods

[10, 18, 12] approximate and extrapolate square surroundings of corrupted area while

they do not take into account content of the square area that is usually very diverse.

Such approximation of various textures leads to mixture and in resulting extrapolation

it brings undesirable artifacts. Similarly we often encounter artifacts when using

simple patch-based methods [5, 6] that inpaint the corrupted area by copying patches

from uncorrupted surroundings of the missing area. This observation led us to design

one additional step into the process of error concealment. We propose to add a

segmentation step which helps to prevent the production of artifacts.

A step-wise overview of our method is displayed in Fig. 1. As the input of the

algorithm we have a corrupted image. In Fig. 1 (a) there is a black stripe in the

middle of the image that represents corrupted successive macroblocks. The first step

of our algorithm is over-segmentation of the corrupted image by superpixels (Fig. 1

(b)). Superpixels should have uniform color and texture, similar size, they should be

regularly distributed and their borders should follow significant edges in the image.

There are several superpixel generating methods that runs in real-time [16, 4]. By

merging similar superpixels we get image segmentation. In Fig. 1 (c) there are

merged only superpixels adjacent to corrupted area and all the remaining superpixels

are marked by yellow color. We adapted a superpixels merging algorithm to be able

to merge superpixels across corrupted regions.
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2. PROPOSED METHOD FOR TEXTURE AWARE IMAGE ERROR
CONCEALMENT

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(f)(e)

Figure 1: The proposed method: (a) Erroneous input image; (b) Superpixels; (c)
Segmentation of areas surrounding corrupted area; (d) Fuzzy segmentation (note the
fuzzy borders of the purple and gray segments); (e) Concealed errors of the segmented
areas; (f) Concealed output image.

The main drawback of using the segmentation is a high level of uncertainty regarding

the segment borders in image areas containing unsharp edges or gradients. Therefore,

in addition we propose an extended form of the segmentation which adds soft edges

to the segments and allows them to overlap (see Fig. 1 (d)). By introducing fuzzy

segment borders, uncertain decisions are omitted.

The next step of the algorithm is completion of the segmentation in corrupted regions

of the image (Fig. 1 (e)). For this task we developed an original algorithm that is

based on shape error concealment techniques for single objects.

The last step of our method for image error concealment is the texture extrapolation.

Based on image segmentation, our method selects only the most relevant uncorrupted

pixels for the extrapolation. By dealing with each segmented region separately, the

quality of the results increases. Fast frequency selective extrapolation methods [18, 12]

use a straight forward approach which extrapolates every pixel falling within the

rectangular surroundings of the lost area. High quality image reconstruction is based

on complex patch-based [7] and group-based methods [24] with run times several

orders of magnitude longer. Our algorithm is focused on improvement of quality for

fast image restoration in the time span of a few seconds.

2.1 Experimental Results

The main goal of our research is to propose an efficient method for fast texture aware

error concealment of color images and video frames. Experiments indicate that the

presented method exceeds the quality of comparably fast frequency selective extrap-

olation methods [18, 12], simple patch-based methods [5, 6] and our original method
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2. PROPOSED METHOD FOR TEXTURE AWARE IMAGE ERROR
CONCEALMENT

Table 1

Error measurements and timings for the presented results
Concealment Quality Measures (whole image) Time

Method MSE PSNR VQM SSIM [min]

Lenna

Without segmentation 79.73 29.11 2.88 0.9265 2:43
GIMP 103.20 27.99 3.49 0.9415 0:02

Image melding 3.28 42.97 0.41 0.9873 2:22
GSR 6.52 39.99 0.89 0.9839 6:30

Simple Segmentation 31.08 33.21 1.94 0.9586 0:05
Fuzzy segmentation 26.40 33.91 1.55 0.9633 0:16

Raft

GIMP 51.54 31.01 3.00 0.9678 0:02

Image melding 29.75 33.40 2.65 0.9755 10:14
GSR 26.54 33.89 2.84 0.9754 11:06

Simple segmentation 37.13 32.43 2.24 0.9698 0:28

1with simple segmentation [22]. At the same time it outperforms the sophisticated

patch and group-based methods [7, 24] in time needed to achieve results of a com-

parable quality. Experiments were conducted on images degraded with artificially

generated localized errors using an Intel Xeon X5550. Table 1 provide a compari-

son of objective error measurements (measured by MSU Video Quality Measurement

Tool [1]) and timings for all presented results. Using the standard error measure-

ments techniques implies a comparison to the ground truth. However, we believe

that concealment should be also judged by the subjective impression of the image

consistency regardless of the original picture. The measured timings exclude the

image over-segmentation step which can be implemented in real-time on the GPU

[4].

In our experiments we used successive Discrete cosine transform (S-DCT) and succes-

sive separable 2D Hartley Transform with sequentially ordered basis functions [13].

Hartley transform in 2D corresponds to its separable 1D realization for rows and sub-

sequently for columns. We will refer to it as cas-cas [15] and abbreviate it as DCCT.

The acronym S-DCCT corresponds to successive (iterative) approximation using the

DCCT basis functions in the sequential order.

Comparison with Fast Methods

Frequency selective methods extrapolate every pixel falling within the rectangular

surroundings of the lost area. Consequently, any object within the source window
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2. PROPOSED METHOD FOR TEXTURE AWARE IMAGE ERROR
CONCEALMENT

(a) Original image of Lenna with marked cor-
rupted area

(b) Direct S-DHYT extrapolation from whole sur-
rounding of the corrupted area

(c) The result of method proposed in [6] imple-
mented in graphic software GIMP [8]

(d) Image Melding method [7] (e) GSR method [24]

(f) Simple segmentation with highlighted repaired
area

(g) Fuzzy segmentation with highlighted repaired
area

(h) Result of our original method [22] using the
simple segmentation from (d) and S-DHYT

(i) Result of proposed method using the fuzzy
segmentation and S-DHYT

Figure 2: Results comparison for the image of Lenna. S-DHYT extrapolation from
whole surroundings of the corrupted area (b) mixed textures together. GIMP method
(c) copied many artifacts into the face of Lenna. Image Melding (d) has a very good
result. GSR (e) blurred some parts of the concealment result. Our original method
with simple segmentation (f, h) was not able to maintain soft edges and gradients
and it resulted into many artifacts. The proposed method with fuzzy segmentation
(g, i) radically reduced the artifacts and it achieved almost perfect result. Table 1
provides a comparison of objective error measurements and timings for all results.
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2. PROPOSED METHOD FOR TEXTURE AWARE IMAGE ERROR
CONCEALMENT

(a) Original Raft image with marked corrupted
area

(b) Image Melding method

(c) GSR method (d) Our original method with simple segmentation
and S-DCT extrapolation

(e) The result of method proposed in [6] imple-
mented in graphic software GIMP [8]

(f) Our original method with simple segmentation
and S-DCT extrapolation

Figure 3: Results comparison for the Raft image. The zoomed wild water (b-d) shows
that our method provides the best visual impression within the shortest time. Zoomed
parts of the images (e, f) shows that our method provides better visual impression
compared to Daisy et al. method [6] that copied into the result several unfitting
parts from the surroundings of the corrupted area. Table 1 provides objective error
measurements and timings.
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2. PROPOSED METHOD FOR TEXTURE AWARE IMAGE ERROR
CONCEALMENT

contributes to the frequency-based approximation. Unrelated features are often mixed

between different regions. If the source pixels for the reconstruction are limited to

the same segment and its shape is concealed beforehand, the tone and texture of the

repaired area keeps similar attributes. Fig. 2(b) shows S-DHYT-based error conceal-

ment compared to the results of our method with segmentation (h). Segmentation

minimized the texture extrapolation artifacts.

On the last four images in Fig. 2 we compare results of our method with simple

segmentation and fuzzy segmentation. Fuzzy segmentation outperforms simple seg-

mentation in error concealment of images with gradients and soft edges. By using

fuzzy segmentation we get better subjective results as you can see in the figure and

also better objective results as you can see in the Table 1. In all four quality mea-

sures: Mean Squared Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), DCT-based

video quality metric (VQM) and Structural similarity (SSIM), the method with fuzzy

segmentation achieves better results. On the other hand the time required to conceal

errors has increased, as texture approximation of larger regions takes longer.

Implementation of the fast patch-based method [5] with the addition of spatial blend-

ing technique [6] in the graphic software GIMP [8] provides quite good results for

simple images, but in the case of complex images (the image of Lenna in Fig. 2(c)

and raft in Fig. 3(e)), we can see several artifacts in the result. The artifacts appear

due to copying patches from surroundings of the corrupted area. Our method avoids

such artifacts by using segmentation.

Comparison with Sophisticated Inpainting Methods

The main part of the experiments was conducted to compare the performance and

restoration quality of our method with the state of the art methods: Image Melding

[7] and Group-based Sparse Representation for Image Restoration (GSR) [24].

The face of Lenna (see Fig. 2) has many soft gradients but also fine features which

are difficult to be segmented. With the proposed fuzzy segmentation we were able

to avoid artifacts in the reconstructed face. We get better visual results compared

to GSR which blurred the hat of Lenna and some other parts of the image as well.

Image Melding achieves the best quality, but its runtime is not feasible in real-time.

The Raft image [11] contains both repetitive textures and unique objects (see Fig.

3). Being 20× faster, our method still provides comparable visual quality in the

corrupted stripe. Even more, it reconstructs the water texture the best.
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3. TEXTURE CLASSIFICATION OF ARBITRARILY SHAPED REGIONS WITH
AN APPLICATION IN IMAGE SEGMENT MERGING

3 Texture Classification of Arbitrarily Shaped Regions
with an Application in Image Segment Merging

Image over-segmentation as a pre-processing step of image segmentation splits the

input image into superpixels that are small compact regions with irregular shapes.

The majority of existing methods for texture feature extraction are not suitable for

arbitrarily shaped regions. Therefore, only color information can be used to clas-

sify and merge superpixels to create final image segmentation. We propose a novel

method for extracting texture features of arbitrarily shaped image regions using or-

thogonal transforms. We introduce a mathematically correct method for unifying

spectral dimensions that is necessary for accurate comparison and classification of

spectra with different sizes. Our approach is based on the properties of certain or-

thogonal transforms when inserting zeros into the spectrum. We found out which

orthogonal transforms possess this important property and also provide mathemati-

cal proofs for our claims. The proposed method is particularly suitable for classifying

areas with periodic and quasiperiodic textures. However, by utilizing luminance and

chrominance this method can be applied to and is suitable for any type of images.

3.1 Evaluation of the Proposed Method in Corrupted Images
and Comparison of Using Various Color Spaces

We made several experiments with classification of superpixels in corrupted images by

using different color spaces and we compare the results when the spectral information

is and is not used. Classification results on image with Lenna (Fig. 4) show that

mainly in case of L*a*b* color space the adding of spectral information is a big

improvement. In our error concealment method (described in previous section) we

used only L*a*b* color values to decide whether to merge superpixels and these results

lead us to use also spectral information. However, extracting of texture features can

be time consuming, but we could still consider to use it at least for the image error

concealment where the speed of the algorithm is not so crucial as in the video error

concealment.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed a new efficient and highly scalable method for image error concealment

that outperforms the fast methods in quality and produces results with comparable
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

(a) Original image of Lenna
with marked corrupted area

(b) Over-segmentation of (a)
by SLIC algorithm [2]

(c) L*a*b* (d) 1024L* S-DCCT + a*b*

(e) 1024Y S-DCCT + UV (f) 1024L S-DCCT + HS

Figure 4: Results of the classification of superpixels from the over-segmented image
of Lenna (a, b). All results were obtained by k-means clustering of superpixels into
15 classes with correlation metric and the spectral dimensions were unified to 32x32.
Classification result without spectral information in L*a*b* color space (c) is a big
mess while the classification with spectral information in the same color space (d)
provides a very good result. In this result the mouth of Lenna is segmented the best
from all results.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

quality as the sophisticated methods with run times of several orders of magnitude

shorter.

The proposed algorithm for image error concealment utilizes a new approach to selec-

tive texture extrapolation into the corrupted area based on a completed segmentation

of the image. Our key contribution is the extension of the shape error concealment

techniques for single objects to segmented images with each corrupted segment be-

ing a small object to conceal. Connectivity of neighboring segments and of segment

pieces cut by the lost area into several pieces was one of the main challenges that we

solved.

A precise segmentation of textures is very important, but not always possible. Dis-

crete segmentation fails for example for unsharp edges or gradients and therefore, we

proposed to use the fuzzy segmentation instead. With the fuzzy segmentation the

soft edges and gradients are maintained in the resulting concealed image.

Experimental results clearly demonstrate that by utilizing the segmentation we achieved

a big qualitative improvement of the error concealment capability of our texture aware

method over the frequency selective extrapolation [10, 18, 12] that extrapolates the

texture from a square window around the corrupted area.

Fast patch-based methods [5, 6], that copy patches from the surroundings of the lost

area very often create many artifacts. Our method avoids such artifacts thanks to

the segmentation step.

The sophisticated patch [7] and group-based [24] methods are in general able to pro-

vide better results (although we found some exceptions), but their run-times are not

feasible in real time applications such as video streaming. Our method is much more

faster, but still it should be speeded up to be suitable not just for error concealment of

images and offline videos but also for concealment of streamed videos and animations.

There are some suggestions how to improve the performance of our method and to

achieve interactive frame rates. The most time consuming part of our algorithm is the

texture approximation by a successive orthogonal transform. The first improvement

would be to implement it in parallel, because currently we run the transform for each

of the three dimensions of the color space sequentially.

In our experiments we used successive Discrete cosine transform (S-DCT) and suc-

cessive separable 2D Hartley Transform with sequentially ordered basis functions

(S-DCCT) that are implemented in the SAPC program [23]. In this implementa-

tion the S-DCT has twice as long computational time compared to S-DCCT, because

it computes the S-DCT transform through the fast Fourier transform algorithm of
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

roughly twice the length. By substituting the algorithm with a faster one it would

be possible to reach the run times of S-DCCT or even faster.

The third suggestion how to speed up our algorithm is to split large segments into

smaller parts before approximating their textures, because texture approximation of

smaller areas performed in parallel takes shorter. Splitting the segments should not

be discrete but it should allow overlaps to avoid border artifacts.

Except for the speed up improvements there are also improvements possible in us-

ability and quality. The input of our method is not only the corrupted image, but

there are also some input parameters that should be defined by the user. Further

work could also include a detailed testing to find the best possible input parame-

ters in order to make a robust default preset. A better solution could be to define

and implement automatic adaptation of the input parameters according to the image

properties. That would be a nice usability enhancement.

For the quality enhancement we have three suggestions:

1. As it was already mentioned the approximation and extrapolation of the texture

is performed separately for each channel of the color space. Firstly we tried

to apply the transformation to RGB color channels, but the results were not

satisfactory. After we switched to the YCbCr color space the achieved results

improved. It would be interesting to test also other color spaces, e.g. CIE

L∗a∗b∗ or YUV.

2. In case of the corrupted video frames it would be possible to use also informa-

tion from previous uncorrupted or already concealed frames in order to achieve

better quality results. It could help mainly for frames with larger corrupted

parts. For the segmentation it would be possible to utilize supervoxels instead

of superpixels. The merging process of the supervoxels would be very similar to

the merging of the superpixels. But the following step of the shape error con-

cealment is not so easy then. In the 2D case we first find the segment boundaries

and then we approximate them by curves in order to find tangent vectors in

border points next to the lost area. With a tangent in each of the two border

endpoints we can construct the concealment curve to smoothly join the end-

points. In the 3D case we need to find borders of segments as well, but we need

to approximate each segment border by a patch going across the uncorrupted

(previous) frames and not just by a curve for each frame separately. It is neces-

sary in order to predict the change of the segment shape in corrupted (current)

frame. The prediction of the shape change can be done by the extrapolation of

the patch in the time domain into the current frame. The extrapolation result
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

strongly depends on the quality of the matching of the segment shapes from

each frame. The main difficulty is high elasticity of the shape changes in time.

During our research we tried to develop a shape registration algorithm and we

also tried to use the bUnwarpJ [3] library for the shape registration, but there

is still a place for improvements. An important aspect of this concept is that

in the last step, being the texture approximation and extrapolation, we can use

some of the orthogonal transforms in a similar way as in 2D case. Here we

would just apply it on 3D texture.

3. As the last quality improvement we suggest to merge superpixels into the seg-

ments based not just on their color, but also based on their textures. For that

we proposed a novel spectral method for constructing the feature vector of su-

perpixels that considers their inner texture and color as well. Conclusions for

the proposed method are listed below.

In the second part of the thesis we introduced a new spectral method to construct

the feature vector of arbitrarily shaped areas by considering both their inner texture

and color. Our method is based on successive selective approximation from a set of

orthogonal basis functions. Not every set of basis functions is suitable for realistic

texture extrapolation. Therefore, we made several experiments to chose appropriate

orthogonal basis function sets. Because the over-segmented areas do not have the

same dimensions, it is necessary to first unify the spectral dimensions before the

classification process. This leads to the problem of determining which basis sets

fulfill the Fourier signal periodization conditions for inserting zeros between spectral

coefficients. The requirement of this condition is based on the assumption that in a

sufficiently small area its texture becomes periodic or quasiperiodic. We proved that

such a property is exhibited not only by the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), but

also by the separable Hartley transform and also the fastest transform used the in

technical practice based on the Hadamard basis.

However, proper basis set selection and spectral unification alone do not solve all

issues associated with the problem of proper feature extraction based on texture. We

also proposed to extend the feature set commonly used for color images by typical

information about the color. We examined the proposed method’s efficiency in three

color spaces: YUV, L*a*b* and HSL. By adding spectral information into the feature

vector we always achieved better results and in the case of the CIE L∗a∗b∗ color

space the difference was the most visible. Our experimental results confirm that the

proposed method can be successfully used to give solutions for multiple problems such

as texture classification and image segment merging.
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